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III. PRINCIPLES AND LAW

Further Accessions to the Geneva Conventions

During 1974 the Sultanate of Oman (by accession on 31 January
1974) and the Republic of Guinea-Bissau (by accession on 21 Feb-

ruary 1974) became parties to the four Geneva Conventions of 1949.

The official notifications were received by the Swiss Federal
Council on the dates mentioned.

These two further accessions to the 1949 Geneva Conventions
bring the number of Parties up to 138.

Reaffirmation and Development of International
Humanitarian Law

As in preceding years, the Legal Division concentrated in 1974

on work connected with the reaffirmation and development of
international humanitarian law applicable in armed conflicts. The
positive results of the preparatory work carried out by the ICRC
since 1968 gave a decisive impulse to the undertaking as a whole
and led the Swiss Government, as the government of the depos-
itary State of the 1949 Geneva Conventions, to convene a Diplomatic
Conference early in 1974.

Diplomatic Conference on the Reaffirmation and Develop-
ment of International Humanitarian Law Applicable in
Armed Conflicts (first session)

The Conference was held in Geneva from 20 February to 29

March 1974. It was presided by Mr. Pierre Graber, Vice-President
of the Swiss Federal Council and Head of the Federal Political
Department.

The Conference was attended by 129 governmental delegations.
Liberation movements recognized by the regional intergovern-
mental organizations concerned were invited to participate fully
in the discussions of the Conference and of its main Committees,
without the right to vote. The League of Red Cross Societies, the
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United Nations, regional intergovernmental organizations, nu-
merous international, intergovernmental and non-governmental
organizations were also present with observer status.

The Conference adopted as the basis for its discussions the
draft Protocols additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August
1946 drafted by the ICRC with the co-operation of governmental
and Red Cross experts. Under Article 33 of the Rules of Procedure,
the ICRC experts associated in the work of the Conference pre-
sented the articles of the draft Protocols submitted to the Confer-
ence for consideration and answered delegates' questions regard-
ing those drafts.

The Conference started with nineteen plenary sittings which
dealt with questions relating to participation in the Conference,
the organization of work and the approval of the rules of procedure.
There followed a general discussion. Three main Committees
were then entrusted with the consideration of the draft Protocols,
the questions being apportioned as follows:

Comm/'/fee /.- Questions relating to the application of interna-
tional humanitarian law in international and non-international armed

conflicts; questions relating to the implementation of international
humanitarian law and scrutiny of its application in an international
armed conflict; fundamental guarantees for persons in the power
of one of the parties to the conflict in a non-international armed
conflict.

Committee I gave special attention to Article 1 of draft Protocol I,

applicable in international armed conflicts. The Committee adopted
an amendment to the effect that the peoples' fights against colonial
domination, foreign occupation and racist régimes, in the exercise
of their right of self-determination as laid down in particular in the
Charter of the United Nations, should be regarded as international
armed conflicts.

Comm/'/tee //; Questions relating to the protection of the wound-
ed, the sick and the shipwrecked in both types of armed conflict;
civilian protection; relief action; identification and sign-indication
of medical personnel, units and means of transport.

Committee II discussed at length questions of definition (with
which the Geneva Conventions did not deal) and adopted an article
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defining the wounded, the sick and the shipwrecked. The basic

concept of respect for the wounded and the sick in all circumstances
was also accepted.

Comm/'ftee ///; Questions relating to the protection of the civilian
population and to methods and means of combat in both types of
armed conflict.

Committee III adopted the basic rule of protection of the civilian
population against the effects of hostilities, and the definition of
the term 'civilian population'.

In addition, the Diplomatic Conference established an ad /?oc

Committee on Weapons to study from a humanitarian standpoint
the question of the prohibition or limitation of the use of conven-
tional weapons that may cause unnecessary suffering or have

indiscriminate effects.
Owing mainly to the magnitude of the material with which it

had to deal, the Diplomatic Conference suspended its work without
having been able to complete it. As some real headway had been

made, however, the delegations favoured a second session at
which the Conference would pursue its work. At the final plenary
sitting, the President of the Conference announced that the Swiss
Government proposed to invite participants to a second session
in 1975, which would simply continue the work, the Committees
resuming their study of the draft Protocols at the point where it
had been interrupted.

Preparation of the second session of the Diplomatic
Conference

At the close of the first session of the Diplomatic Conference,
the Legal Division undertook an exhaustive study of the results
achieved and a thorough examination of all draft amendments
and proposals put forward by delegations. It also explored the

consequences which the provisions adopted in Committee would
have on the two additional Protocols.

As some of the problems had not been given sufficient consi-
deration at the preparatory stage, the Legal Division consulted a

number of experts privately, particularly regarding penal problems.
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Conference of Government Experts on the Use of Certain
Conventional Weapons

Pursuant to the recommendation of the XXIInd International
Conference of the Red Cross (Teheran, 1973), of the twenty-eighth
General Assembly of the United Nations and of the Diplomatic
Conference itself, the ICRC was led to hold a Conference of Govern-
ment Experts on the Use of Certain Conventional Weapons in 1974.

That Conference, to which the ICRC invited all governments and
national liberation movements admitted to participation in the
Diplomatic Conference, was held at Lucerne from 24 September
to 18 October, in accordance with a programme established
by the ICRC and approved by the ad hoc Committee of the

Diplomatic Conference. The ICRC published a report on the
work of the Conference in English, French and Spanish, for dis-
tribution to participants at the second session of the Diplomatic
Conference. A provisional text had already been sent to govern-
ments and distributed to the members of the First Committee of
the United Nations General Assembly.

Co-operation with the United Nations

In the context of its work on the reaffirmation and development
of international humanitarian law, the ICRC attended the following
United Nations meetings with observer status:

Comm/'ss/'on on the S/a/us of Women

The twenty-fifth session of the Commission on the Status of
Women was held at United Nations headquarters, New York, from
14 January to 1 February 1974. The Commission's agenda included
the question of the protection of women and children in emergency
and armed conflict in the struggle for peace, self-determination,
national liberation and independence, which was made the subject
of a draft Declaration. This draft Declaration was adopted by 20

votes with 7 abstentions.

7"wen/y-n/n//j Genera/ Assem/j/y of Z/?e t/n/'/ed A/a//'ons

Under the heading "Napalm and Other Incendiary Weapons and
All Aspects of Their Possible Use", the First Committee gave spe-
cial attention to the work of the Diplomatic Conference on that
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subject and to the report of the Conference of Government Experts
convened by the ICRC at Lucerne. In resolution 3255 A (XXIX),
the General Assembly took note with appreciation

of t/?e expressed read/bess of t/?e /nternat/'ona/ Comm/t/ee of t/?e

Red Cross to convoke anott/er Conference of Governn7enf Experts,
vv/7/c/î wou/c/ rece/ve and cons/'der new /'nfornrat/'on and focus on
sue/? co/7 vent/ona/ weapons as /?ave deen, or may decome, /de
sudy'ec/ of proposed dans or res/r/c//ons of use and study tde pos-
s/d/7/ty, content and form of sued proposed dans or restr/'ct/'ons.

Further, in operative paragraph 3 of that Resolution, the General

Assembly invited
tde D/p/omat/'c Conference on tde Rea/f/rmat/'on and Deve/opment
of /nternat/ona/ /-/uman/'tar/'ar? daw ^pp//'cad/e /'n ^rmed Conf7/'cfs
to cont/'nue /ts cons/derat/'on of tde guest/'o/? of tde use of napa/m
and otder /bcend/'ary weapons, as we// as otder spec/'f/c convent/on-
a/ weapons wd/'cd may de deemed to cause unnecessary su/fer/'ng
or to dave /bb/'sav'm/bate e/fects, and /'ts seared for agreement on
poss/d/e ru/es prod/'d/'t/'ng or restr/'ct/'ng tde use of sued weapons
and, /'n td/'s context, a/so to cons/'der tde resu/ts of tde //rst Con-
ference of Government Experts and tde programme of work wd/'cd

a second Conference of Government Experts m/'gdt fo//ow.

Another Resolution on the same subject, Resolution 3255 B

(XXIX), the General Assembly condemned the use of napalm and
other incendiary weapons in armed conflicts in circumstances
where it may affect human beings or may cause damage to the
environment and/or natural resources. It invited all Governments,
the International Committee of the Red Cross, the specialized
agencies and the other international organizations concerned to
transmit to the Secretary-General all information about the use of
napalm and other incendiary weapons in armed conflicts.

On the report of the Third Committee, the General Assembly
adopted resolution 3220 (XXIX) on assistance and co-operation
in accounting for persons who are missing or dead in armed con-
flicts. After calling upon parties to armed conflicts to take action
to help locate and mark the graves of the dead, the General Assem-
bly expressed appreciation of the ICRC's continuing efforts and
called upon all parties to armed conflicts to co-operate with pro-
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tecting Powers or their substitutes and with the ICRC in the matter.
The Secretary-General was requested to bring the resolution to
the attention of the Diplomatic Conference.

The Sixth Committee of the General Assembly (Legal Questions)
dealt with all questions relating to the development of international
humanitarian law. In resolution 3319 (XXIX), the General Assembly
expressed its appreciation

to toe Sw/'ss Fédéra/ Cot/nc/7 to'' convoAtog toe second sess/'on o/"

toe D/p/oma//c Conference on toe fiea/toma/ton and Deve/opn7en/

of /n/ernaf/ona/ ftoman/Yar/'an Law App//cad/e /n Armed Con/7/cto
to 7975 and to toe /n/ernaf/ona/ Comm/Y/ee of toe Red Cross for
/Ys readtoess to convoAe to 7975 anotoer Conference of Government
Experts on toe use of certato convent/'ona/ weapons.

The General Assembly expressed the hope that the Diplomatic
Conference might reach agreement on problems which were still
in suspense and decided to include the subject in the agenda of
its thirtieth session.

As can be seen, the General Assembly took a lively interest in

the ICRC's work in the legal sphere. The aforementioned résolu-
tions also show the close and trustful co-operation that has been

established between the United Nations and the ICRC. '

Relations with other intergovernmental and non-govern-
mental organizations
In connection with its preparations for the second session of

the Diplomatic Conference, the ICRC took part in a large number
of meetings on current problems of international humanitarian law.
It maintained its contacts with the Group of non-srove/T/metoa/ organ-
/'zaZ/'ons responsible for studying such questions, and ICRC re-
presentatives had repeated occasion to take part in meetings of
this working group when it engaged in the study of the draft Pro-
tocols and the preparation of new proposals concerning them.

The ICRC was also represented at the following meetings:

— Round 7ad/e on Presen/ Prod/ems of /-toman/Yar/an daw, organized
by the International Institute of Humanitarian Law, which has its

' The full text of the United Nations resolutions is given in the January 1975 issue
of the /fi/ernaf/ona/ Rev/'eiv o/ toe Red Cross, pages 41 to 48.
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seat at San Remo, Italy (6 to 9 September 1974). The purpose of
the meeting, which was private, was to allow an exchange of views
on the results of the first session of the Diplomatic Conference
and to study some of the problems to be considered at the second
session of the Conference. Some fifty experts from all parts of the
world took part in the proceedings.

— Centenary of tee ßrtvsse/s Dec/araf/'on: To commemorate the
centenary of the 1874 Brussels Declaration concerning the laws
and customs of war, the Committee for the Protection of Human
Life in Armed Conflicts—a working group of the International
Society of Penal Military Law and Law of War—held an international
symposium on humanitarian law (Brussels, 12 to 14 December 1974)

attended by about a hundred experts in their personal capacity.
The theme of the symposium was "the concept of international
armed conflict: new prospects".

Documentation and Dissemination
Dissemination of Knowledge of Red Cross Principles and
of the Geneva Conventions

7"wenfy-/?fte ann/Versary of tee s/'gn/bg of tee Geneva Convenf/'ons:
On the occasion of the 25th anniversary of the signing of the four
Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949,' the ICRC issued a message
recalling their significance and essential role. The message was
sent to all National Societies, which were invited to publicize it in
the press, by radio and by television.

Draff reso/uf/or? for tee L//VE5CO Genera/ Conference: In co-
operation with the Henry Dunant Institute, the ICRC prepared for
the UNESCO General Conference (October/November 1974) a draft
resolution on the dissemination of knowledge of the Geneva Con-
ventions, repeating the gist of Resolution XII of the XXIInd Interna-

' Geneva Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded
and Sick in Armed Forces in the Field, of August 12, 1949;

Geneva Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of Wounded, Sick
and Shipwrecked Members of Armed Forces at Sea, of August 12,1949;

Geneva Convention relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War, of August
12,1949;

Geneva Convention relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of
War, of August 12, 1949.
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